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JESUS REJECTS LOVE SINNER AND HATE SIN
God is supposed to be the only perfectly and absolutely good being. He supposedly made us and it is our duty to him as our
maker to obey him. Disobedience to God is called sin. God will judge sin if he is fair.
Christ said that you must love your neighbour as yourself. This does not actually say we must love ourselves. It only
assumes we do love ourselves. It does not indicate approval for loving yourself. Loving yourself is so natural that it cannot
be commanded. It is as absurd and impossible as commanding your dog to breathe. Even those who have bad feelings
towards themselves love themselves - they just have warped self-love. The commandment implies that the neighbour
actually comes first. How? Though we cannot be commanded to love ourselves, part of us would like to be. Also, if my
self-love is warped, I am not allowed to inflict warped love on others. In that case, the commandment means, "If your
warped love for yourself makes you want to starve yourself, give the food to your neighbour because you want them to
benefit from real healthy love."
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If we love God with all our being and more than any person or thing or benefit as Jesus commanded so that we would be
willing to undergo crippling depression forever for him we must have an extreme dislike of sin and a hatred for it. This is
because to love God means to hate sin for it opposes him. The more you love God the more ferociously intolerant of sin
you will become.
Religion says there is a difference between the person and what he or she does. The person is bigger than any action of
theirs. That is true. If you steal a pen, you cannot be seen simply as the stealer of the pen. You are other things too. You are
a good son. You are friendly and cheerful and so on. But this difference has absolutely nothing to do with distinguishing a
person from their sin. It is an attempt to obscure the fact that religious people hate sinners. In fact the reason why you can
hate somebody is because they have good points. The good points fuel your hate for you see that they could be better
people instead of doing wrong that provokes you to hate. Jesus himself made the same point in Matthew 25:14-30 which
clearly says that the good points in a sinner are a reason to hate and abuse him not a reason to love him. Jesus said that the
kingdom of Heaven is like a man who rewards those to whom he gave his money for safekeeping when they made a profit
for him and who called a servant who simply returned the money without trying to turn it to profit for him a good for
nothing. The man says that the servant who is profitless whatever good he has will be taken from him and he will be thrown
out into the dark where there will be weeping and grinding of teeth in agony. This is a denial that there is any good in the
sinner. The good will not be acknowledged unless it bears fruit. As unfair as this seems, it explains why the servant is called
wicked and lazy.
Jesus never said that hatred is against the rights of the evil person. He seemed to think that, "Hate is bad for the hater. Free
yourself from it by forgiving." In other words, we must not hate just because we can't. If we could we would. An attitude
like that easily leads to hate. It is planting the one seed that hate needs to flourish. The Catholic Church is worse than Jesus.
You will never find an official citation from it that says hate is a sin for the evil person deserves to be loved. Many will say
that they will hate up to a point that suits them.
The Jews, according to the New Testament, were sinners though respectable ones. Despite lying in religious affairs and
taking the houses of widows to finance the faith, they were looked up to. Jesus however condemned them for condemning
others such as prostitutes and tax collectors. Jesus preferred the sinners who were looked upon as filth. The reason the
condemnations by the Jews were considered to be so socially acceptable was because people believed that good people
condemn sin in an effort to root it out. The leaders then were claiming to love the sinner and hate the sin.
When Jesus condemned the Jews for condemning sinners though they were no better themselves, he thereby rejected their
excuse that they were condemning the sin and not the sinner. He said that you must not see the mote in your brother's eye
when you ignore the plank in your own and that the judgment you pass on others will be passed on you so judge fairly
(Matthew 7:1-5). He was admitting that you cannot love the sinner and hate the sin. They had to use this excuse because
everybody would have hated them and they would have been hated by one another. Jesus was being purely spiteful for his
teaching left it wide open for his followers to make the same excuse! How? Because he taught loving the sinner and hating
the sin too. If you love the sinner and hate the sin you have to hate the sins of others even if you are a sinner yourself. And
Jesus said that all people were sinful. The Christians say they love the sinner but hate the sin and that they condemn the sin
not the sinner which if true means they can condemn the actions of a person who is not as bad as they are. And if you can
really love the sinner and hate the sin then why not condemn the actions of people who are worse than yours? Why not
condemn people's sins because you want them to be better off than you and cleaner in the sight of God? When Jesus
commanded the hatred of sin, he went as far as to say you should wish you could lose an eye rather than lustfully look at a
woman with it, he was commanding the hatred of sinners and he knew it.

If you can really love the sinner and hate the sin, it makes no sense to forbid ANYBODY from judging their neighbour. To
forbid is to acknowledge that the love is counterfeit.
Those who believe in free will believe that it is possible to sin. If you can love the sinner and you must hate the sin then
you must consider it a duty to condemn and judge the sins of others even if you are as bad or worse yourself.
How can you hate a sin if you don’t judge people guilty of sin? Refusing to judge is the best thing you can do if you want to
encourage sin and turns you into a worse hypocrite than the person who condemns people who do wrong though he is not
great himself. So believers are having one on us when they say they do not condemn sinners but sins.
If you hate only the sin you find yourself guilty and claim that you cannot judge others as sinners and hate their sins for you
don't know what their sins are then then you will naturally hate others for you can't then think much of yourself.
They can do all the condemning they wish if they are attacking sins and not sinners. But how could this console sinners? If
a very evil person criticises your sin of adultery you will be offended and outraged. The fact that sin is believed to be worse
than being punished for it though the sin is fun and the punishment is not makes us even more resentful of religious
morality and godliness. The hypocrisy of making such a fuss about condemning and then no fuss at all about certain sinners
going to jail or Hell is no help either.
There is just no point in saying you condemn the sin only when that teaching is so easily abused. Somebody could be
condemning you and looking down on you while lying saying they do not condemn you but your sin and there is nothing
you can do to know one way or the other. Verbally, condemning the sin cannot be seen to be different from condemning the
sinner. Both sinner condemners and sin condemners talk as if they condemn the sinner. You don’t go up to a murderer and
say: “Oh that sin in you is evil”. What you say is, “You are an evil sinful person”. You don’t separate sin from yourself.
You, if you are religious in any shape or form, will call YOURSELF not it or whatever a sinner. A sinner means a bad
person. Sin is part of you for a person commits it, you and to hate your sin is to hate yourself. When you call yourself a
sinner then to forbid you to say it about anybody else is simply saying that individuals don’t matter and are entitled to
disrespect themselves for that is not fair!
The fact that the God and Jesus of the Bible want us to say we are sinners and not people with sins proves they knew and
taught that loving sinner and hating sin was impossible. The term sinner identifies people not as people but as sinners and
so it is derogatory. It is an insult for the same reason as the expression disabled people is, for the expression should be
people with disabilities. The Bible God and Jesus most clearly say that the sinful person should be identified in terms of sin
when they say sinners belong to the Devil (for example God says it through John at 1 John 3:8) which is dehumanisation.
To do good for people with that attitude towards them would be to degrade yourself for you act as if they are there to be
dehumanised.
You know that when people criticise that chances are, they are condemning you because we all know that we hate our
actions being criticised for they express what we are. You know you are being condemned as a sinner for there would be no
sin without your deliberation. If condemning sin and not the doer of the sin were possible, we would like our sins being
criticised or at least not mind so the way we react to it accentuates that he who attacks our sins attacks us as well.
Jesus said that no man can serve two masters. He said that he will love one master and hate the other.
He went on to say you cannot serve God and money. So we see that to love money is to hate God.
The Church says he didn't mean hate by the word hate. He only meant prefer less. But surely it would be possible to love
God and money equally. Jesus meant hate. He meant hate as in willing evil to happen to another for evil's sake.
The implication is that the atheist or anyone who does not love God then hates him. That person is evil. He implied the
same thing about anybody who loves their child or lover or whoever most instead of loving God most.
The psychological lesson from all this is that for Jesus there is only love or hate. No in-between. He has not grasped the fact
that there is a third - indifference. Indeed, indifference, not hate, is considered the true opposite of love.
There is another lesson. To love those who hate God is to wish them well so that they can vent more hate on him. Its an act
of hate for God. You cannot love God and sinners.
If you cannot love God and money, then you have less hope of being able to love God and those who detest him.
FINALLY:

Jesus is proof that atheism is not only the only true philosophy but the best. Any advantage theism has can still be enjoyed
in Atheism. Let us go and proclaim Atheism to every creature because we don’t truly come as near to caring about others as
we can if we don’t. Jesus is only a role-model for hypocrites.
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